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New Moon + Leo
New Moons – clear the old, set the new 28 day cycle
Leo New Moon - New York, August 11 at 5:55 am
*555 = let go of the old that is no longer serving you

Leo 

Symbol: The Lion
Element:  Fire – Action, Will
Ruling Planet: The Sun – Power, Ruler of Self, Life-
giver, “Let there be Light”
Body Part: Heart, Upper Back, Spine, Circulation

Dramatic. Passionate. Leader. Courageous. Loyal. Protective. 
Jealous. Restless. Stubborn. Self-Centered.



Retrogrades + Eclipses = Mastery (11)

Retrogrades
Mars: 6/27 (Aquarius) – 8/27 (Capricorn)

Neptune: 6/19 (Pisces) - 11/25 (Pisces)

Jupiter: 3/9 (Scorpio) – 7/10 (Scorpio) 

Saturn: 4/18 (Capricorn) – 9/6 (Capricorn)

Pluto: 4/22 (Capricorn) – 10/1 (Capricorn)

Mercury: 7/26 (Leo) – 8/19 (Leo)

Solar Eclipse on Leo New Moon
New beginnings
See the layers under the dark
Male / Female
Shadow work

3 eclipses rather than usual 2 this year

Review to Realign
Light / Dark = Duality of Human Existence

August 11 = 11 is a Number of Mastery; 
2018 is a Master year



Tarot Energy

Strength

Conviction
Patience
Courage
Gentleness / Surrender
Nurturing
Mental (L) / Physical (R) effort

Strength & Power comes from within, from a 
connection with divine and made manifest by 
our will on this human plane. Our choices can 
either reduce or magnify our power

Everything in and about our lives
runs off the fuel of our heart

Wild Unknown Rider Waite



”Each time we choose something that enhances our spirit, we strengthen our 
energy field…we call in less negative people and experiences. 

Each time we choose to enhance our internal power, we limit the authority of the 
external world on our experience.”

- Caroline Myss, Anatomy of the Spirit: The Seven Stages of Power & Healing

Em | power ment



Your first relationship must be with your Self. 

You must first learn to honor and cherish and love your Self. 

Self-Acceptance



What you do for your Self, you do for another.

What you do for another, you do for your Self.

In relationship, ask your Self: 
Now who am I? 
Who do I want to be in relationship to that?

Self-Leadership / Roles / Relationship with Others 



You must work to consciously change anything in your life which does not fit into 
the picture of You that you wish to project into eternity.

You create your own legacy

Self-Responsibility



Heart Chakra
Anahata (Sanskrit) - unstuck 
Purpose:  Love, Balance

To Love and Be Loved
Transformation / Integration
Self-Acceptance / Acceptance of Others

Element: Air 
Body: Chest, Heart, Cardiac plexus
Demon: Grief
Developmental Stage: 4 – 7 years
Developmental Tasks: Forming peer & family relationships; 
Developing “persona” (e.g., roles)
Healing: Breath, Journaling

Self-Love. Balance. Intimacy. Relationship. Devotion. Compassion 
Reaching Out & Taking In. 

Jiva Atman – individual spirit resides here 
A bridge for earthly and spiritual aspirations



Journal Prompts

• [self-acceptance] Are you accepting or judgmental of yourself? In what areas of your life (e.g., work, 
body, decisions) do you seek outside approval or validation, or take an attitude of resignation about 
your state of affairs?

• [relationships self/other] What people or relationships are most challenging and why? What might this 
difficulty reveal to you about yourself?

• [roles / leadership] What are the different roles you play in your life right now? Are there ones that are
more energetically draining than others? Why so?

• [self-responsibility/leadership] Do you make choices that enhance your well-being, or do you choose to 
drain your power with choices you know are not in your highest and best? 

• [empowerment] Have your wounds become a form of “wound-power” within your present life? How do 
you use your wounds to influence or even control the people around you, as well as your Self?

You don’t have to do all of these. Take what you want, leave the rest. I recommend writing with a physical pen
and paper, perhaps setting a timer for at least 25 minutes, and just let the prompt flow into whatever emerges.



“Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers 
within yourself that you have built against it.”

- Rumi

“The Love you seek is already inside of you.”
- channeled from my Guides during meditation, June 2, 2016 



I hope this class and practice deeply serves where ever you 
are on your journey.

- With Love and Honor,
Kathryn

“We are all just walking each other home.”  - Ram Das
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